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About This Game

Negative World is a 2D puzzle platformer where the main characters jumps are limited. You will play as "The Wanderer" on a
journey see what's above the stratosphere. The limited amount of jumps is due to living within the thin air of the stratosphere.

The journey will require mastery of logic and jumping prowess. Wind, lightning, and death await.
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Big Niche Games
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: Intel Core i5-3350P / AMD FX-9590

Graphics: Nividia GTS 450 / AMD R7 250

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 128 MB available space
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There's not really much to explain about the gameplay that you can't see in the trailers.

It's a 2d hack and slash that has monsters attacking in waves. After the last wave you advance to the next stage until you reach
the end of an act.

You level up and upgrade your skills, you can find and buy gear to increase your stats.
Unfortunately, there are no unlockable abilities, only things to unlock are the characters.

There are plenty of playable characters to pick from, which all play differently.
Sometimes they might seem pretty weak at first, but that gets better as you level up your skills and get some better gear.

Difficulty is a little unbalanced, act 1 and 2 are quite easy, 3 is insanely difficult, 4 is really easy and 5 is medium difficulty.
You get a boss on the end of each act, but those are not too hard either.

There's also an endless survival mode with a leaderboard to play.

Can't say anything about the multiplayer part, haven't tried it yet.

Unfortunately, there's not a whole lot of replay value I think, unless you like to play all the characters.

Overall, pretty decent game to kill some time, I really got hooked and was a little disappointed that it feels rather short, so I
suggest playing this in small doses.

Not related to the actual gameplay, but the developers seem really nice.
I originally wrote a negative review because of broken controller support and I was personally contacted by a developer after it
was fixed! Now that's some service.. One of those games that Steam could really use a "Neutral" opinion rather than just YES!
or NO!
Basically: Recommended IF on sale.

I love the Tower Defense genre, and this is a fairly decent one. However, that's all it is: Decent.
The levels are repetitive and uninteresting, the graphics (Should you care about such a thing) aren't that stellar (harr harr), and
the towers are alright but not spectacularly balanced. The more expensive ones are hardly worth using.

One nice thing is you have different modes to play for each level you unlock though.

Would I recommend this? "Yes.... But only when on sale, and only if you're not expecting anything amazing or unique".
Basically, it's not worth the $15 asking price, but if you catch it at a substantial discount and have some spare change, there's no
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harm in at least giving it a try. Otherwise, I'd pass it and go for Dungeon Warfare 1 or 2, GemCraft, or so on.. This game is
constantly being updated so if you want to try it out stop looking reviews and PLAY it.

I've noticed the servers are actually hosted by players (I do specify this for those who blame the game for lag, plust that got a
fix), wich kinda reminds me to Rakion, somehow and i do love the game, actually, installed it 8 hours ago and only stopped for
dinner.

Just don't leave without trying it because of reviews or not so much people, if you liked games like rakion or chivalry you can't
miss this one out!

About controls... takes practise but are pretty smooth, might not be comfortable for everyone but you can re-map (most) of
them!

The only bug i've found for now is related to horde mode where i got stuck while being pushed by a mob, and the pathfinding of
those first mobs is a little buggy at start but since if you approach them as soon as they focus you it's solved.. it's just a minor
issue, not game-breaking.

So to sum up: STOP READING and TRY it! i've been playing mostly along evening and night gmt+1, not so much people but
still playable :D

PS: Been matched against lvl 30s but you can still block and dodge so it is not 'impossible' to win, teammate numbers are more
than levels here.. It's just.. too basic. Can't recommend.. I played this game for hours (including the other hero rise games)
10\/10. Multiplayer is janky and requires port forwarding for "some" routers however it didn't work on either of the two routers
I tried it with. Needs steamworks support or there will be no players simple as that. When the only gamemode is multiplayer the
multiplayer needs to be done well.. Funny and difficult. I'm playing in normal mode and already maps are getting pretty harsh
on me. Fortunately respawns are instant, but you don't get checkpoints every corner so yea, feels like 90s.. This is actually my
first review of a game, even though I've been on Steam for over 10 years. The reason for this is simply that I've never
experienced such intense love-hate for any game before.
One thing in advance. I really tried hard to like helldivers. SO F****** HARD... But I just can not do it. Why?

Would you ask me:
"If you spontaneously think of a game that you really liked, where you liked the graphics, the setting, the gameplay, the controls,
really EVERYTHING... except for ONE SINGLE BUT CRUCIAL detail, that's unfortunately so damn annoying, that it breaks
your whole gaming experience and you're tired of playing it?"
... my answer would be: "Helldivers".

The detail that is at stake has already been hotly debated in various forums. There is a strong stock of supporters, as well as
many strong voices against this feature.

It's about the camera setting.

When I bought Helldivers, I had made the mistake of not reading in the description exactly enough that it is a "twin-stick
shooter".
For all the unfortunate souls who, like me, had no idea what that meant at the time, here's a short explanation.

If there is only 1 player on the map, this player can move freely with a fixed camera angle from above. The camera even shifts a
little bit in the direction you are aiming for, and you have a bit more of a view in that direction, which could be great for spying
on the terrain ... IT COULD BE.
Cause now comes the above-mentioned feature of the "Twin Stick Shooter" into play.

If 2 players, worse, 3 or 4 players are on the map, they are forced to share one and the same camera view.
Imagine it as if the players were connected with invisible, elastic rubber bands. And above the imaginary node in the middle
between all the figures, the camera hangs rigid and fix. ALWAYS. No matter what you do.

The developers justify this feature with the fact that it is supposed to enforce the teamplay and that this game was made as a
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couch-coop-game. In fact, in my opinion, it makes the game unplayable.

Some examples:
You are on the battlefield with a suqad of 4 members. Suddenly a patrol appears on the right edge of the screen. Now all of the
players have to aim in this direction. If not the angle of view shifts only partially there or stays stuck in the middle. The patrol
calls for reinforcement. The reinforcement spawns unfortunately right in the centre of the screen, inbetween the players. In
order not to die, they have to split up a bit, get away from each other. That means, one runs to the right, maybe two to the top of
the screen, one diagonally down to the left ... And the view still remains in the middle ...
The problem is, if more enemy units are approaching from any direction, you can not see them! Simply because the camera can
not be moved. The enemies are actually there, but you literally do not have them on the screen! So it may be that in such a
situation you are disassembled by several heavy adversaries that are only five or ten yards away and that you might have been
able to fend off, but since you could not see them, you're just dying.

The fact that there are sniper rifles in Helldivers at all seems completely meaningless. A weapon designed for the longest
distances, but you can not see an opponent who practically stands beside you and pats you on the back because he's hidden under
the edge of the screen.
And then he will of course hit you in the face.

Other situation:
You're on the road with a full team. It comes to a tough fight, a team member dies. Everyone has to withdraw a bit, let the fight
fade away. The fallen teammate could not be resurrected on the spot because there were too many enemies, so he gets
resurrected by drop pod. If this player had the misfortune to have worn particularly good equipment at his death, which he
would really like to bring back, everyone must go there with him. Theoretically, you could say, "You keep going, I'll get my
stuff and then I'll join you." Nope. It does not work. All MUST stay together.

There are some mission goals that would be much easier to win if the players were allowed to spread across the terrain even just
a little without having to accept the penalty that they no longer have a view in any direction, but only see the center between
them. While one team member does the work, the others keep the enemies off his back. But that only works if you see them
coming ... again, I find the sniper rifles completely useless in this context. It would make much more sense if, as a user of such a
weapon, you had the privilege of being able to move your sight not just a bit but very far in the direction you are aiming for.
After all, you swap the fast rate of fire of an assault rifle against further view. Or not?

And that's how I experienced Helldivers playing online.
When I died, my team members did not let me get my equipment. I had to go with them, whether I wanted to or not. The
camera would have followed the team, not me. If I had gone on my own initiative in one direction, I would not have seen my
figure anymore and would simply have died once more. In some cases they just didn't resurrect me, even if I did nothing wrong.
Several times I died because I could not see opponents beyond the edge of the screen. I was shot by enemies with ranged
weapons, who actually have a miserable range and damage, but since I could only roughly target them and almost had to shoot
good luck into Nirvana, I did not hit them.
And that's exactly what happened to me again and again and again and again and again... until I finally asked myself, why for all
heavens names I really do this to myself.

The answer is, as I mentioned in my introductory words, that I really wanted to like Helldivers! I wanted it! But this camera
view just ruins everything.

If you had at least the freedom to choose, to decide for yourself, whether each participant in the group can run with an
individual camera or if you play in a group with a fixed camera angle, I would write a big hymn of praise here! Helldivers is
actually a great game and it would certainly still be in my personal top 5 of my favorite games.
No kidding: I would PAY for it if the developers would offer a free camera perspective as a DLC! I would buy Helldivers for
the full price one more time, including all DLCs, if every player could have his own camera!

(The only reason I did not request a refund was that I spent at least some nice hours at Helldivers. But only in single player...).
Uncompatible with their own DLCs. If you try to annex some countries via this modding tool to restore Soviet Union or create
united Europe % of internet cables can go beyond 100% and game will crash. If you want to throw 5$ somewhere just it's better
to put it straight into trash bin rather than buying this.
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I gave this game two chances
However, the fighting system is bizarre. It seems impossible to block any attack. All you can do to win a fight
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the attack button as fast as you can.
This game has only two good things:
1 - The soundtrack
2 - It's better than The first game. Game is different!
Idea is cool
A fun and challenging time waster =D. Game freezes on 2nd race, have to force restart my computer to get out of it. Noice..
First off - The Bad
Most people are screaming because despite Gravel being similar to nearly every other
Bugbear like racer, the campaign is only about one fourth the size of those games; Gravel
relies heavily on multiplayer to extend it's value.
As an extra kick in the nads Gravel is marginally larger than what's sold in the over-priced
vanilla package but the DLC only extends the game a bit longer
Also the campaign menu screen oboxiously displays empty Tournament/Level boxes where said DLC would be
had you bought it.
For the Vanilla + all DLC you will find you can get Gravel for around forty if you wait for sale
which is what I did and why I don't suffer buyers remorse

The Good (Sorta)
The controls in Gravel are so well tuned that you don't have to mess with them at all unless, for some reason,
you're testing out different driving tactics
In fact, Gravel is so well polished in the vehicle handling department that you will find yourself finishing first
in every race as long as you've been seasoned by other racers and put fair effort into the game
Does this mean the A.I. is stupid? Not at all, the A.I. just isn't coded to cheat and make the game artificially more difficult
forcing the player to grind up better parts like in most other racers - Crew 2 immediately comes to mind.
If you're good at racing games and apply full concentration you will find yourself ripping quickly through the already short
campaign; Once again, not because the game is too easy but rather because it's the first game of its type to be fair.

Verdict - If you can score Gravel and all DLC content for $40 or less I can highly recommend
but when compared to the amount of content offered in similar racers any more than $40 for the
whole kit-and-kaboodle is pretentious.. I've enjoyed the game for the limited time I've played it. One thing that I think needs
improvement is messaging about what your goal is for each level.

Currently you have to try to select the next unplayed level to find out what you need to do in the previous one. When it came to
the Juggle level I had no idea what to do. I probably spent 10 minutes throwing balls, hitting balls without any idea what I had to
do to complete the level. Finally, I accidentally hit a ball twice and realized you had to keep the ball in the air by hitting it with
your bat over and over.

Overall, it's a fun experience with good physics.. Quick game, good concept and I look forward to more puzzles & spells. Initial
room is laggy, and game doesn't like to quit without killing the process on my machine, but the core game is fun. +1. I have
played every half life released and i have to say this one is proburbly my favorite But dont play this game before you play half
life one or it wont make much sense.
You play as a military specialist sent to black mesa research facility to kill Dr gordon freeman after the "incident" and i got to
say it tells the story really well.
without a doubt worth the 3.99 they are charging.
Keep in mind though the whole game should take about 6 hours to complete and there isnt anything else to do but repeat the
game i recommend doing what i did and playing on the hardest difficulty to get a few more hours out of it but its up to you.
i hope someone gives this the Blackmesa treatment as the graphics are a bit dated but they are still more than just playable.
I will write a review for blue shift soon if you are also interested in that.

. Sub par graphics, not very fun.
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